Quantum Energy Flask
Quantum Energy Flask/ Water Energy Flask (VICE -VERSA) is used to
make the drinking Water, Juices, Herb Teas, Natural Homeopathic
Remedies, Oils, and Creams alkaline, mineralized, purified and
energized. Generally, the water we drink is acidic and is of macro
molecule group. As we get old, our immunity to common diseases is
reduced. The water filled in them facilitates the absorbtion of
nutrients in the body as well as assists in the detoxification process.
The Biomagnets build in this Flask are made from Pearl calcium ion
and natural non-Inert material which radiates infra-red ray and
negative ions in water releasing mineral element such as Ca, Mg, K
and Na, changing the common purified water into nanometer
activated water. Nano activated water is alkaline in nature and has
strong penetrability and solubility with negative potential. The nano
breaks down water molecule into the smallest possible size so that
they are more easily absorbed by the body. We manufacture and
export a huge range of Scalar Energy Flask and Water Energy Flask
(VICE -VERSA) in India.
"Faith can be the greatest healer of all. Believe in the Healer today
and find your inner self. Let the Healer heal your pains and relieve
your stress."
AMAZING RESULT OF BIOENERGY FLASK
Benefits of Nano-treated drinking water :
Negative ions in water, carrying a weak electric current promotes the
cell's self-renewal function, restraining the body's oxygenation and
aging.
It can eliminate the excrescent free radical, detoxify the alcohol &
tobacco.
Drinking Energized water regularly also prevents us from suffering
constipation problems, headaches, mouth ulcer, skin problem
Cure the high blood pressure and gastritis improve the nutrient
absorption, metabolism & immunity

Can increase the physiological behaviors, build up your health, and
improve the quality of your life.
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To increase Energy
To promote unclumping of cells
To enhance circulation
To enhance immune and endocrine systems
To destroy viruses and bacteria
To enhance the cellular nutrition and detoxification
To enhance cellular permeability
To reduce inflammation
To protect the DNA from damage

10.To retard the ageing process
11.To strengthen the body's biofield preventing electro-magnetic
waves from affecting one's health
12 To focus and concentrate better

This flask is made from natural material and has a lifetime guaranty to
never loose its mineral properties. The inside of this flask is nontoxic, hypoallergenic, non-inert and natural mineral material.
The high grade mineral composition radiates negative ions in water,
carrying a weak electric current to adjust the ion balance of the inner
body, which convert free radicals in the body to ordinary oxygen,
remove toxics, preserve beauty, enhance the immune competence
defer aging and improve the digestive system. This promotes the
cell's self-renewal function, restraining the body's oxygenation and
aging.
Feature Specifications:
1. Regulating the body acid-base balance and resist the formation and
growth of cancer cell.
2. Reducing blood lipid, Lower blood pressure
3. Improving regulation of gastrointestinal function
4. Promoting human metabolism, and enhance human immunity.

5. High dissolving power of energy water binds to the waste toxins in
our body and flushes them out through urination, perspiration, and
others.
Apply Instructions:
1. Clean the cup with hot water before you use it, in order to active the
Nano particle. (please use the hot water with the temperature above
90 degrees, wait until the hot water becomes cool, then repeat to
wash it
2. Pour in the water, and wait for about 10-15 minutes.
3. Enjoy your energized mineral water.
User Guide：
：
Pour water into the cup for 15 minutes. The water quality will change
into water of macromolecule group and active energy which can help
to activate human cells. Drinking a great deal of such water can
improve metabolic ability, active human cells; It brings health and
longevity to consumers.

